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SLC AIRPORT ROADWAY: GETTING BETTER AT EVERY TURN
Terminal Drive Exiting the Airport to Shift
Salt Lake City, UT– A significant detour to Terminal Drive exiting the Salt Lake City
International Airport (SLC) is coming in mid-August.
Overnight on Thursday, August 15, crews will be re-directing the roadway so that at 5:00 a.m. on
Friday, August 16, 2019, drivers will exit on a new roadway. The detour will take drivers
between The New SLC parking garage and central terminal and passengers will be able to see
the new airport progress.
The road change is necessary to give construction crews the space needed to install two helices,
which will be used by drivers to exit the new airport parking garage. The new roadway will be in
place until September of 2020 when The New SLC is expected to open for business.
The road will take off one-third of a mile when exiting the airport. The airport asks drivers to
observe the posted speed limit signs on the roadway and reminds those picking up to remain in
the Park and Wait Lot until passengers are at the curb with their luggage.
For more information and a map detailing the change, go to www.slcairport.com.

# # #
SLC is the 23rd busiest airport in North America and the 85th busiest in the world. More than 375 flights
depart daily to 98 nonstop destinations. SLC is currently undergoing a $3.6 billion redevelopment
program, the first phase of which will be completed in 2020. The project is being funded by user fees—
primarily from airlines serving SLC—but also parking fees, rental car fees and passenger facility
charges. No local tax dollars are being spent on the project.

